Another name by which our planet is sometimes known in the ancient books is that of the “little daughter of a long lost sun.” This phrase highlights an important and conditioning relationship that exists between our little non-sacred planet and the great second ray star of Sirius, the “great Star of Sensitivity.” This profound relationship between our Logos and the Great Logos on Sirius is based on an ancient karmic tie and is surely one of the reasons why our planet is on a path of accelerated development. Sirius is a great second ray star hence its natural association with our Sun as well as our little planet, both of which are along the second ray line -- the ray or qualifying energy of Love-Wisdom, the ray of the spiritual Teachers, the Lords of Compassion.

The light from Sirius is sometimes known as “the sunshine of that major Sun,” standing as the brightest star within our local system and archetypally as the central point around which our local system of stars revolve. Sirius stands as the Monad or highest self to our Sun, the Solar Logos. This helps us to imagine its magnificence. Sirius houses what’s called the great Blue Lodge. A Lodge is a great center of Love-Wisdom, it is another name for the spiritual Hierarchy, the heart center of a planet. The Hierarchy on our planet is a prototype of that which exists on this august star.

It’s said that eventually the large majority of our Earth humanity will find their way to Sirius and that no matter what other destination the Christ may visit throughout the course of his journeys, one day He will eventually find his way to his home on Sirius.

It’s said that Sirius has shone upon the Earth the “accolade of love.” This star surely plays a key role in informing the life flow within the entire seven solar systems of which ours is one. This love vibration carried throughout this system gives the assurance that no matter what is transpiring here on Earth, on a fundamental level we can assert that there is no darkness, there is only light.